NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Of General Interest

Theory of Metallie Conduction

Professor W. Heisenberg, Director of the Institute of Theoretical Physics of the University of Leipzig, will give the eighth lecture in the series on “Theoretical Physics of Metals” which will be held in conjunction with the Institute of Theoretical Physics of The University of Minnesota. All students and members of the teaching staff are invited to attend.

Hydraulic Experimentation

Dr. Ing. Theodore Rochbuck

Tuesday, April 2, 2-3 P.M., Room 330

Dr. Ing. Theodore Rochbuck, Professor of Hydraulics at the Technische Hochschule, Berlin, will deliver a lecture on “The Principles of Hydraulic Experimentation.” The lecture is open to students and members of the instructing staff.

Unusual Use of Chlorine

Mr. Robert Spur Weston

Lecture postponed until Tuesday, April 2, 10 A.M., Room 10-419

Mr. Robert Spur Weston, Director of the Sanitary Engineering Service, will deliver a lecture on “Unusual Use of Chlorine.” All those interested are invited.

Ancient Life in Central Asia

Wednesday, April 3, 7:15 P.M., Eames Rogers Room

Professor F. K. Morris, of the Geology Department, will speak on “Ancient Life in Central Asia.” All those interested are invited.

Debate American Foreign Policy

Spencers Will Be Keyes ’29 and T. W. MacKeeley ’31 of Delaimean

American armed intervention in Central America was brought up before the debate committee of the Delaimean, with the resolution that the American government should not intervene in the affairs of Nicaragua.

Rogers Notes

In a recent course taken at Rogers Hall, Professor Keyes ’29 is exhibiting the first year design course which he is teaching. The instructor is no longer a student but a recognized professional. The design course is one of the few courses in the country that covers the study of the design of all types of objects.

Faculty Club To Hear Address by German Educators

Heinrichs and Rochbuck Will Discuss German Methods of Education

Professor Heinrichs and Professor Rochbuck will discuss German methods of education. Their talk will be given in the Faculty Club at 10:30 A.M. on Thursday, April 4.

Faculty Club To Hear Address by German Educators

Heinrichs and Rochbuck will discuss German methods of education. Their talk will be given in the Faculty Club at 10:30 A.M. on Thursday, April 4.

Contributions to Textile Industry by Institute Laboratory

Testing Equipment and Methods for Comparing Fabrics Being Developed

In the next ten years, the Institute Laboratory will develop testing equipment and methods for comparing fabrics. The equipment will be used to test the quality of fabrics for the United States government.

Calendar

Monday, April 1

5:00-M. T. A. A. Meeting, Committee Room, Walker.

Wednesday, April 3

5:00-Chemical Society Dinner, North Hall, Walker.

Thursday, April 4

5:00-Chemical Society Dinner, South Hall, Walker.

Friday, April 5

5:00-Santa Barbara Club Meeting, North Hall, Walker.

Saturday, April 6

5:00-Arsenal Ball, United States Navy Yard, Washington.

Undergraduate

Soccer Candidates

A list of the names of the candidates who have been selected for the soccer team will be published later.

CREWS ORGANIZE FOR NAVY MEET APRIL 20

Will Practice Today With Crews Picked Last Saturday

A list of the names of the crew members who have been selected for the crew will be published later.

Simplex Wires and Cables

Instituted with Rodgers from Van Buren

Mr. Charles Rodgers has given the University of Kentucky a large endowment for the establishment of a Chemical Laboratory.

Simplex Wire & Cable Company

Established in 1929

Manufacturers of Wires and Cables

Instituted with Rodgers from Van Buren

Mr. Charles Rodgers has given the University of Kentucky a large endowment for the establishment of a Chemical Laboratory.